Demographic variables, clinical aspects, and medicolegal implications in a population of patients with adjustment disorder
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Introduction: Although adjustment disorder (AD) is considered as residual diagnosis and receives little attention in research, it plays an important role in clinical practice and also assumes an increasingly important role in the field of legal medicine, where the majority of diagnostic frameworks (eg, mobbing) often refer to AD. Our study aimed to look for specific stressor differences among demographic and clinical variables in a naturalistic setting of patients with AD.

Methods: A retrospective statistical analysis of the data of patients diagnosed with AD from November 2009 to September 2012, identified via manual search from the archive of the outpatient setting at the University Unit of Psychiatry “A. Fiorini” Hospital, Terracina (Latina, Italy), was performed.

Results: The sample consisted of 93 patients (46 males and 47 females), aged between 26 and 85, with medium–high educational level who were mainly employed. In most cases (54.80%), a diagnosis of AD with mixed anxiety and depressed mood was made. In all, 72% of the sample reported a negative family history for psychiatric disorders. In 22.60%, a previous history of psychopathology, especially mood disorders (76.19%), was reported. The main stressors linked to the development of AD were represented by working problems (32.30%), family problems (23.70%), and/or somatic disease (22.60%) with significant differences with respect to age and sex. Half of the patients were subjected to a single first examination; 24.47% requested a copy of medical records.

Conclusion: Confirming previous data from previous reports, our results suggest that AD may have a distinct profile in demographic and clinical terms. Increased scientific attention is hoped, particularly focused on addressing a better definition of diagnostic criteria, whose correctness and accuracy are critical, especially in situations with medicolegal implications.
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Introduction
Talking about adjustment disorder (AD) immediately leads to a simple first observation: the discrepancy between its common use in clinical setting and, at the same time, its poor consideration in the field of research. Moreover, there are critical issues about this diagnosis, not only in nosological terms but also, with increasing relevance, in the field of legal medicine.

Over the last few decades, a few studies have dealt with AD. Within these studies, the most shared concept is that diagnostic criteria are vague and not so helpful in clinical practice.¹² AD has been regarded as one of the most ill-defined mental disorders.³ Conceptually, it is an intermediate category between healthy normal responses to stress and affective conditions such as anxiety and mood disorders.⁴⁵ At present, it is included in the “Trauma and Stress Related Disorder” category of Diagnostic
Noteworthy, the first DSM-5 criterion of AD is its temporal relationship to an identifiable stressor or stressors. Unfortunately, what is a “stressor” is not clearly defined and only its effects can identify this. Moreover, the impact of a stressor depends on both its duration and intensity, both of which, in view of the lack of qualifiable and quantifiable criteria, are difficult to measure to date. The second DSM-5 criterion of AD is the presence of clinically significant symptoms in excess with respect to what would be expected. Even in this case, there is no method to assess that distress is out of proportion to the intensity of the stressor and what constitutes a normal response varies widely across cultures and social groups.

Probably because of the poor definition and the absence of a reliable and valid diagnostic tool, AD is actually a minor object of research compared to other disorders. It is often described as the “wastebasket” of the psychiatric classification. As a matter of fact, in clinical practice, AD has been mostly used as a residual category for patients who do not meet the diagnostic criteria for depressive or anxiety disorders or as a provisional diagnosis when it is not yet defined whether or not a posttraumatic or mood disorder will emerge. One of the conseqüences of considering it as a subclinical category is that it is viewed as mild in comparison to other full-blown conditions, particularly with respect to suicidal behavior. In this regard, it has been found that suicidal behavior seems to be present among people with this diagnosis, certainly representing an important potential aftermath of AD diagnosis. Moreover, a shorter interval (<1 month) between suicidal intent communication and act in AD has been reported in comparison to other disorders (depression 3 months, bipolar disorder 30 months, and schizophrenia 47 months).

Apart from prognostic and therapeutic purposes, the necessity of a correct diagnosis is also important for medicolegal implications. In this field, the majority of diagnostic frameworks (e.g., mobbing, bullying, damage mourning, post-trauma biological damage) refer to this nosological entity. AD is the most frequent consequence of bullying at work, described at higher level of prevalence in specific occupations, above all associated with recurrent sickness absence involving a significant cost in terms of social security support and missed workdays. Since it has been perceived as a mild diagnosis, one of its uses is to enable treatment of patients not otherwise diagnosed who require financial support from health care insurance companies. Thus, being deliberately provocative, AD would seems to play a starring role, a sort of big box in which all those situations requiring compensation for many different reasons are included. Hence, more than ever, there is a strong need to define precise criteria for AD diagnosis, such as to ensure the rigor, which is a characteristic of the medicolegal discipline. Some argue that a psychopathological revision of the current nosological concept of AD should be taken into consideration, given the high prevalence rates of this disorder and its scientific neglect. At the same time, many pitfalls in diagnostic criteria need to be addressed. First, what is a stressor and how can it be measured? What types of stressors cause AD? Furthermore, which processes underlie the interaction between the individual and the stressor? Which factors determine the result of this interaction? Is there a liability for the disorder? Can individuals at risk be characterized?

Taken the former into consideration, our study aimed to look for specific stressor differences among demographic and clinical variables in a naturalistic setting of a population of patients diagnosed with AD.

### Methods

Subjects diagnosed with AD from November 2009 to September 2012 were identified via manual search from the archive of the outpatient setting at the University Unit of Psychiatry — “A. Fiorini” Hospital, Terracina (Latina, Italy). Ethical approval was granted by the ethics committee of A. Fiorini Hospital, Terracina (Latina, Italy). Written informed consent was obtained for all the patients recruited. A retrospective analysis of the data collected by a senior psychiatrist during the usual assessment of the patient and periodic visits carried out on the base of individual needs was performed.

The following were selected to be used in this study:

1. Demographic variables: sex, age, educational level, and occupation.
2. Clinical variables: diagnosis and diagnostic subtypes according to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition, text revision (DSM-IV-TR) criteria for AD; family history of psychiatric disorders; and previous history of personal psychopathology, comorbidity, and life stressors, leading to the development of the disorder.
3. Medicolegal-related variables: number of visits and requests for medical record.

### Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 16 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Once subdivided all subjects in groups with respect to sex (male [M]/female [F]), age...
(15–34/35–54/55–74/75–90), educational level (primary school/secondary school/high school/university), occupation (yes/no), family history of psychiatric disorders (yes/no), past and/or current psychiatric disorders (yes/no), somatic diseases (yes/no), and/or life stressors (jobs related/family related/bereavement/casualty/somatic diseases/others), independent $t$-tests, Pearson’s chi-square tests, and univariate analyses of variance were carried out (as appropriate) to attempt comparisons between M and F subjects, with regard to age and specific life stressors, among the various life stressors, with regard to age, and also among the various AD subtypes, with regard to age and sex. The significant threshold was set at $P \leq 0.05$.

**Results**

**Demographic variables**

The sample consisted of 93 patients (46 M [49.5%] and 47 F [50.5%]), aged between 26 years and 85 years (mean age 52.58±13.18). The age group 35–54 was the most represented (45 patients [48.40%]), followed by the group 55–74 (33 patients [35.50%]), the 15–34 (eight patients [8.60%]), and the 75–90 (six patients [6.50%]) groups. Overall, our sample shows a medium–high educational level (47 patients – high school diploma or higher [50.6%], 27 patients – secondary school [29.0%], and 14 patients – primary school [15.10%]). Most patients were in regular work (65 patients [69.90%]), while only a minority of them resulted jobless (29 patients [29.0%]).

**Clinical variables**

In most cases, a diagnosis of AD with mixed anxiety and depressed mood was made (51 patients [54.80%]). The rest of the subjects received a diagnosis of AD with depressed mood (25 patients [26.90%]), with anxiety (15 patients [16.10%]), or else with conduct disorder (two patients [2.20%]). About the medical history, 67 patients (72.00%) reported a negative family history for psychiatric disorders, with only 17 patients (18.30%) reporting some sort of psychiatric familiarity, at the same time with 64 patients (68.8%) denying a previous history of psychiatric disorders, with the remaining 21 patients (22.60%) reporting a previous history of psychopathology, especially mood disorders (76.19%). The majority of subjects developed an AD in response to stressful events in the workplace (30 patients [32.30%]). For a good percentage of the sample, the main stressor was instead represented by family problems (22 patients [23.70%]), followed by organic, degenerative, or neoplastic diseases (21 patients [22.60%]), bereavement (six patients [6.50%]), or casualties (five patients [5.40%]) (Figure 1). Comparing the two sex groups, no significant differences were found between M and F subjects with respect to age ($F=53.87\pm13.57$ vs $M=53.87\pm13.57$; $t(90)=0.964$, $P=0.338$), age group, $\chi^2(1)=1.419$, $P=0.701$; AD subtypes, $\chi^2(3)=5.511$, $P=0.138$; family history of psychiatric disorders, $\chi^2(1)=0.026$, $P=0.872$; past and/or current psychiatric disorders, $\chi^2(1)=8.41$, $P=0.004$ and/or $\chi^2(1)=0.098$, $P=0.754$, respectively; and/or somatic diseases, $\chi^2(1)=0.000$, $P=0.988$. Educational level was also similar between the two sex groups, $\chi^2(3)=4.104$, $P=0.250$. With respect to the various life stressors at the base of the diagnosis of AD, however, interesting sex differences were found among M subjects, job-related problems were chiefly reported (Figure 2) and among F subjects, family problems seemed to prevail, $\chi^2(1)=8.41$, $P=0.004$ (Figure 3). Noteworthy, an additional comparison between M and F subjects with respect to occupational level revealed a greater proportion of F subjects jobless as compared to M, $\chi^2(1)=4.246$, $P=0.39$. With respect to age, significant differences were found in the mean age of subjects reporting specific life stressors, $F(5, 45)=4.061$, $P=0.002$. Post hoc tests revealed younger ages in subjects reporting casualties as compared to those reporting job, family, and/or somatic problems ($P=0.010$, $P=0.004$, and $P=0.000$, respectively), at the same time revealing older ages among subjects reporting somatic diseases as compared to those reporting job problems and also as compared to those reporting bereavements ($P=0.012$ and $P=0.014$, respectively). In subjects subdivided with respect to sex, while no significant differences emerged in the mean age of F subjects reporting specific life stressors, still, mean age of M subjects reporting casualties resulted lower as compared to that of subjects

**Figure 1** Life stressors referring to all subjects.

Abbreviations: M, male; F, female.
reporting job problems, bereavements, and/or somatic diseases ($P=0.009$, $P=0.047$, and $P=0.000$, respectively), at the same time, with subjects reporting somatic diseases resulting older as compared to those reporting job and family problems ($P=0.026$ and $P=0.048$) (Figure 4). With regard to the diagnosis of AD, no significant differences emerged among the various AD subtypes with respect to age, $F(3, 92)=0.581$, $P=0.629$, and/or sex, $\chi^2(3)=5.511$, $P=0.138$.

**Medicolegal-related variables**

Interestingly, 50% (47 patients) of the sample was subjected to a single first examination and then did not continue the course of treatment over the considered period, while 24.47% of the subjects made request for medical records due to medicolegal reasons.

**Discussion**

In our outpatient service, people diagnosed with AD represent ~14% of all outpatients. Exploring demographic variables, the outline of a profile begins to take shape. Considering the entire sample, our results show that AD is diagnosed in M and in F with a comparable frequency, mainly in the age group 35–54 and 55–74. People affected by this disorder are mostly employed with a medium–high educational level. Considering the two sex groups, no significant differences with regard to these aspects were found, except for occupational level, which is higher in M than in F.

About the clinical variables, our results show that AD with mixed anxiety and depressed mood prevails, followed by AD with depressed mood and AD with anxiety. These data are consistent with the findings in literature.$^{1,14,15}$ Noteworthy, differences in diagnostic subtypes do not seem to be relevant for treatment selection and are not associated with prognosis. Moreover, there are no substantial differences in patients’ demographic and clinical profiles with regard to the various AD subtypes.$^{15,16}$ Indeed, also in our sample, no significant differences (with respect to age
and sex) emerged among the different AD subtypes. However, the prevalence of these subtypes is one of the major problems of this diagnosis, that is to say, the overlap with subthreshold clinical manifestations of mood and anxiety disorders. This significant symptomatic overlap, especially considering a depressive episode, commonly leads to diagnostic difficulties. In this regard, some argue that a concept should be stressed: AD is a diagnosis based on the longitudinal course of symptoms, while a diagnosis of major depression is cross-sectional one, based on symptom numbers. Nevertheless, the fact remains that between AD and major depression, a severity distinction is made despite the potential fatal consequences of AD mentioned in the “Introduction”.

About the various life stressors in our total sample, the main events linked to the development of AD are represented by job-related problems, followed by family related problems and finally by somatic diseases. Our data are consistent with those reported in the literature, interestingly, with very similar percentages. With respect to this variable, additionally, interesting sex differences were found: among M, job-related problems were chiefly reported, among F, family problems prevailed. It is also true that in our sample, there are a greater proportion of jobless F subjects compared to M subjects. With respect to age, significant differences were found in the mean age of subjects reporting specific life stressors: patients reporting somatic diseases resulted older as compared to those reporting job and family problems. In Figure 5, a Venn diagram illustrating potential relationship among the most significant variables studied.

Figure 5 Venn diagram of the potential relationship among the most significant variables studied.
and with unavoidable affective or behavioral changes in their lives. About that, another contributing factor may be represented by the individual social support system, which seems to play a crucial role.2

Hence, it is actually very difficult for psychiatrists to deal with subjects with AD (including false-positive cases) and some argue that more realistic and useful methods should be taken into consideration. An enhancing cooperation or interaction between occupational health physicians and psychiatrists is desirable as well.21 Even with clear limitations, mainly due to the sample size and retrospective data analysis, the present study was carried out in the attempt to study in depth AD. In terms of future perspectives, future studies should investigate the relationship between other factors contributing to the AD development, including personality aspects. Moreover, the design of a system for defining severity level of symptomatology could be very useful, especially for medicolegal purposes.

Conclusion
AD is a psychiatric diagnosis that falls between normal behavior and the major psychiatric disorders, and thus produces diagnostic and taxonomical dilemmas1 that have clinical and legal impact. In DSM-5, it has been classified under Trauma and Stress Related Disorders but the main issues about diagnostic criteria remain unsolved. The data currently available in the literature, to which our results can be added, suggest that AD might have a distinct profile in demographic and clinical terms. Overall, this study highlights the need for an increased attention about AD from researchers and clinicians toward a better definition of diagnostic criteria, whose correctness and accuracy are critical, especially in those situations with medicolegal implications.
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